
patterns changed in response to fluctuations in the interpla -
netary magnetic field. The dynamics of the ionospheric re-
sponse to these fluctuations have not been studied to any
extent previously, and the flow models currently in use do not
deal with these dynamic changes.

In summary, the PACE project is a new experiment that is
ideally suited to the study of the dynamics of the interaction
between the solar wind and the ionosphere. This joint British!
American project is expected to produce a wealth of new in-
formation about how the Earth responds to its space environ-
ment.
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Variations in the Earth's magnetic field in the hydromagnetic
frequency range approximately 0.022-0.1 hertz have been mea-
sured at the conjugate sites of Iqaluit (Frobisher Bay), North-
west Territories, Canada, and the geographic South Pole
Antarctica (L 14). The characteristics of Earth's hydromag-
netic waves are dictated by the magnetosphere's plasma struc-
ture and by processes occurring within it and in the

interplanetary medium. Monitoring these waves with ground-
based and/or space-borne sensors facilitates study and under-
standing of the magnetosphere's interaction with the solar
wind.

Hydromagnetic waves in the frequency range approximately
0.022-0.1 hertz (commonly denoted the 'Tc3 band") are ob-
served in all magnetospheric regions, including those at high
latitudes (Engebretsen et al. 1986; Slawinski et al. 1988) as well
as upstream of the Earth's bow shock in the solar wind (Yu-
moto 1986; Russell et al. 1971). While the energy source for
such waves is in the solar wind, it remains unclear precisely
how the energy enters the magnetosphere and produces dis-
tinct frequency waves.

Two possible models are generally invoked for this energy
transfer. The first of these uses surface waves on the mag-
netopause driven by the solar wind excitation of the Kelvin-
Helmholtz instablility. The other uses waves that are produced
upstream of the bow shock by ion cyclotron resonance in the
ion foreshock region.

Ground-based magnetic field data are acquired at South Pole
Station, Antarctica, and at Iqaluit, Northwest Territories, Can-
ada, in the conjugate region using three-axis fluxgate mag-
netometers interfaced to digital data acquisition systems
(Lanzerotti, Medford, and Rosenberg 1982); local time at the
stations is universal time minus 4 hours. A low pass filter is
applied to the sampled 1-second South Pole data prior to de-
cimation to 10-second samples. Ten-second values of the H-
component field (north-south variations) acquired during local
daytime hours (10-21 universal time) over the intervals 15
August to 16 December 1985 and 29 December 1985 to 16 Jan-
uary 1986 are used (Slawinski et al. 1988). Five-second values
of the Iqaluit H-component data acquired over the intervals 16
July to 11 September 1985, 12 October to 31 December 1985,
and 15 January to February 1986 are also used for the present
statistical study.
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The H-component data are treated with a prolate spheriodal
window in the time domain (Thomson 1982) to obtain hourly
power spectra using a fast fourier transform routine. A max-
imum in the 20-50 millihertz band of each spectrum is iden-
tified by computer routine after subtracting a least squares line
fit from the original spectrum. A gaussian curve fit to the
identified maximum is then used to calculate the "Q-value"
(defined here as the central frequency divided by the full width
at half-maximum) of the peak.

The interplanetary magnetic field data used for the analysis
are from the IMP-8 spacecraft and consist of approximately 15-
second averages calculated from 12 consecutive 1.28-second
values of the field magnitude as well as similar averages for
the three field components in the geocentric solar magnetos-
pheric coordinate system. Hourly averages are then calculated
from these averages. Spacecraft trajectory plots are examined
visually to ensure that upstream interplanetary field conditions
are sampled.

We looked for a relationship between the dominant Pc3 fre-
quency observed at both Iqaluit and South Pole during local
daytime hours and hourly values of the interplanetary mag-
netic field magnitude and direction. No significant relationship
is found between Pc3 frequency and the interplanetary mag-
netic field direction. A pattern is found, however, between
Pc3 frequency and the interplanetary magnetic field magni-
tude, as shown in the figure. Two frequency regimes emerge:
for Pc3 frequency greater than or equal to 29 millihertz (Iqaluit)
and Pc3 frequency greater than or equal to 28 millihertz (South
Pole), Pc3 frequency tends to increase with interplanetary mag-
netic field magnitude (open circles). The observed frequency
is independent of the interplanetary magnetic field magnitude
for Pc3 frequency less than these values (darkened circles).
Explanations for the frequency cutoffs at 29 millihertz and 28
millihertz are discussed in Wolfe et al. (in press) and Slawinski
et al. (1988).

Predictive equations are given in the figure for the least

squares best fit lines with and without an intercept term for
both panels. The linear correlation coefficients for both stations
are significant within the 0.001 level for the number of data
points (assuming no autocorrelation of the individual time se-
ries). The equations with an intercept term for both stations
agree well, each with a slope of 2.1.

The table summarizes important features of hydromagnetic
waves in the studied frequency band as observed at South Pole
and Iqaluit during local daytime hours. Note that the two
frequency branches are found at both high-latitude stations,
similar to the results of Gul'elmi (1974) from studies of data
obtained at lower latitudes. Frequency cutoffs are in close
agreement, 28-29 millihertz, at these conjugate stations. Most
of the selected events occur for Pc3 frequency less than the
frequency cutoff and exhibit a frequency independent of in-
terplanetary magnetic field magnitude. Further study is war-
ranted to examine these events.

Quantitative relationships are given in the table for the de-
pendent branch Pc3 frequency greater than frequency cutoff;
slopes of 2.1 for the f-B relationship as found for both stations
are significantly lower than previously reported slope values
of approximately 6 from lower latitude studies (table 2, Sla-
winski et al. 1988). By constraining the linear fits to pass through
the origin, however, slopes of 5.7 at South Pole and 5.4 at
Iqaluit agree approximately with earlier results. Furthermore,
these values support the theoretical predictions of slope values
of approximately 6 for upstream ion cyclotron waves (Gul'elmi
1974). The table gives additional characteristics for events with
Pc3 frequency greater than the frequency cutoff.

Certain interplanetary magnetic field conditions favor more
the occurrence of these events when Pc3 frequency is greater
than 31 millihertz, (slightly higher than the frequency cutoff).
Results from conjugate hemispheres agree that events most
often occur for B > 0, B < 0, and B2 > 0. Events are also
found to occur more often in local morning than in local after-
noon hours. Finally, all events can be considered to be nar-
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Peak frequency in Pc3 band measured at Iqaluit (left) and South Pole (right) plotted vs. magnitude of interplanetary magnetic field (IMF).
A power criterion P (P = peak power minus background fit) is applied to the data. A significant f-B relationship is found for events with
Pc3 frequency 29 millihertz (open circles) at lqaluit and with Pc3 frequency 28 millihertz (open circles) at South Pole. Predictive
equations are in close agreement between Iqaluit and South Pole for lines with and without an intercept. The tines through the origin agree
reasonably with theory.
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> frequency cutoff

Two branches
frequency cutoff

Events with Pc3 frequency
< frequency cutoff

Dependent branch Pc3 frequency
r	0.55, 0.001 Level, P = 4

28 millihertz

Pc3 frequency independent of B
80 percent

29 millihertz

75 percent

Summary of South Pole and lqaluit Pc3 results [High latitude f-B,MF relationship Pc3 (20-50 millihertz) local daytime hours].

South Pole	 Iqaluit

= (2.1 ± 0.5) B + (22 ± 3)
N = 37
f =(5.7±0.2)B

Theory
6B Gul'elmi (1974)

Event Characteristics
B > 0	 81 percent
B < 0	 87 percent
B > 0	 75 percent

= (2.1 ± 0.5) B .. (21 ± 3)
N = 45

= (5.4 ± 0.2) B

83 percent (f > 31 millihertz)
87 percent
71 percent

Narrowbanded	 °MED = 31(16 <0 < 52)	 OMED = 20 (4 < 0 < 33)
Local morning occurrence	 68 percent	 60 percent

rowbanded pulsations because the analyses show that the
median (QMED) = 31 at South Pole and QMED 20 at Iqaluit
(Slawinski et al. 1988; Wolfe et al. in press).

Our present study shows a lack of conjugacy on an event-
by-event basis (Wolfe et al. in press). Only four of the 45 Iqaluit
and 37 South Pole "events" occurred simultaneously during
the 5 months of data analyzed, which implies poor hydrom-
agnetic wave communication between the hemispheres at these
high latitudes when examined on an hourly basis as done thus
far. With respect to the lack of conjugacy, it is possible that
the upstream waves may not excite a field line resonance or
that, if excited, such a resonance may not extend over the
entire field line near cusp latitudes. In addition, South Pole
and/or Iqaluit may be on open field lines during the times of
the events. Further theoretical work on these matters is in
progress.
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